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Abstract 

 

Radio Communication technologies are undergoing drastic demand over the past two decades. 

The precious radio resource, electromagnetic radio spectrum, is in vain as technology advances. 

It is required to come up with a solution to improve its wise uses. 

Cognitive Radio enabled by Software-Defined Radio brings an intelligent solution to efficiently 

use the Radio Spectrum. It is a method to aware the radio communication system to be able to 

adapt to its radio environment like signal power and free spectrum holes. The approach will pose 

a question on how to efficiently detect a signal.  

In this thesis different spectrum sensing algorithm will be explained and a special concentration 

will be on new sensing algorithm based on the Eigenvalues of received signal. The proposed 

method adapts blind signal detection approach for applications that lacks knowledge about signal, 

noise and channel property. There are two methods, one is ratio of the Maximum Eigenvalue to 

Minimum Eigenvalue and the second is ratio of Signal Power to Minimum Eigenvalue.  

Random Matrix theory (RMT) is a branch of mathematics and it is capable in analyzing large set 

of data or in a conclusive approach it provides a correlation points in signals or waveforms. In 

the context of this thesis, RMT is used to overcome both noise and channel uncertainties that are 

common in wireless communication. 

Simulations in MATLAB and real-time measurements in LabVIEW are implemented to test the 

proposed detection algorithms. The measurements were performed based on received signal from 

an IF-5641R Transceiver obtained from National Instruments.  

Key words: Cognitive Radio, Spectrum Sensing, Random Matrix Theory and Eigenvalue  

         detection   
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Chapter 1 

1.1. Introduction 

The FCC’s November 2002 Spectrum Policy Task report recognized advanced 

technological approaches will vista a new way to access the Radio Spectrum. This 

includes allowing sharing of spectrum both for licensed and unlicensed users. 

Cognitive Radio, a subsidiary of Software-Define Radio, will play a major role in sensing 

underutilized spectrums to give opportunities for unlicensed users to share the resources. 

Spectrum Sensing as one of the blocks of Cognitive Radio will scan to fetch the white 

spectrums that are not in use but yet licensed. Efficient Signal Detection is required to 

perform this part.  

Eigenvalue Detection Algorithm will give a better detection approach by overcoming the 

noise and channel uncertainties. It is assisted by Random Matrix Theory (RMT) to 

develop threshold values based on the statistical data obtained from the receivers. Similar 

detection algorithms like Energy Detection, Cyclostationary Detection and Matched 

Detection Algorithms are introduced as a comparison for proposed method.  

1.2.  Motivation of Thesis 

To maximize the benefits of Cognitive Radio technology, it is required to choose 

advanced Signal Detection algorithms that can be implemented in fast Signal Processing 

environment.  For these two reasons, it is a drive of the thesis work to implement 

Eigenvalue Detection Algorithm using FPGA Platforms.  

1.3.  Purpose 

The purpose of this paper is: 

i. To identify some of the factors that affect detection of Spectrum Holes in wireless 

communication i.e., noise and channel uncertainties. 

ii. To understand and explore different measurements tools and techniques that can 

improve fast detection of signal, hence Spectrum Holes.  

iii. In doing so, it provides a start point for other work to be done on cognitive Radio 

technology.  
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1.4. Thesis Outline 

The thesis is organized in the following manner:  

Chapter 2: Gives discussions on Software-Defined Radio, Cognitive Radio and       

      related terms are explained. 

Chapter 3: This chapter will give theoretical backgrounds on Random Matrix Theory and 

       Signal Detection theories. Mathematical derivations and steps of both MME 

       and EME methods are given in this section. 

Chapter 4: Final chapter will give results for real-time measurement and discusses the  

       measurement setup. 
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Chapter 2 

Introduction 

This chapter gives basic definition and historical background for both Software Defined 

Radio and Cognitive Radio. It will present current facts about Radio Spectrum. 

Explanation on related terms like Spectrum holes, Primary and secondary Users, 

Cognitive Cycle, Spectrum sensing and characteristic of Cognitive Radio are also 

includes. 

2.1.  Software defined Radio 

2.1.1. Brief History 

Software-Defined Radio uses software to monitor how the radio communication works. It 

defines radio working parameters like carrier frequency, bandwidth, modulation and 

network access by using software. Modern SDR systems perform Cryptography, Forward 

Error Correction (FEC) Coding, and Source Coding of Voice, Video or Data.  

 

There are some definitions offered by the different regulatory bodies as well as groups 

working on SDR technology. The definition given by FCC is used as a reference in this 

thesis adopted here and it is as follow; SDR: “A radio that includes a transmitter in 

which the operating parameters of frequency range, modulation type or maximum output 

power (either radiated or conducted), or the circumstances under which the transmitter 

operates can be altered by making a change in software without making any changes to 

hardware components that affect the RF emissions.”—Derived from the US FCC’s 

Cognitive Radio Report and Order, adopted 2005-03-10. 

 

The design of SDR started in 1987 with development of programmable modem. Fig.2.1 

shows the time line of SDR. In Early 90’s the SPEAKeasy I was developed to support 

frequencies from 2MHz to 2GHz that generate few waveforms and software 

programmable Cryptography .It was tested for Ground, Naval and Satellite 

Communications. The Second phase was SPEAKeasy II that demonstrate complete radio 

package with standard portable size. It was the first SDR to include voice coder 

(vocoder).It later evolved to Digital Modular Radio (DMR) that is four channel full 

duplex SDR with many waveforms and capable to be controlled at remote. Both 

SPEAKeasy and DMR besides defining the different waveform feature they set a ground 
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for Software-Defined Architecture. The evolution put a clear line for independent 

development of software and hardware platforms. The Joint Tactical Radio System 

(JTRS) is SDR based Military system developed to be able to use both public and 

military radio resources. [1] 

 
Fig.2.1 SDR technology timeline 

2.1.2.  Complexity of SDR 

The intense mathematics and matrix computation puts SDR to require special tools and 

programming. Some of the common robust methods are found to be supported by 

technologies like General Purpose Processors (GPP), Digital Signal Processors (DSP) and 

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) that are fully dedicated to perform the tasks 

both efficiently and with faster speed.  

 

GPP can be programmed in C or C++, this processor can perform 1 billion mathematical 

operations per second but the downside is that it requires 90 percent of the computational 

load to be able to sniff over the network.  

 

DSP will give a better performance over GPP by providing more multipliers and 

accumulators to perform signal processing tasks. It also uses modified C language for its 

algorithms to express signal processing but still less capability in accommodating 

software related to network protocol. 
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FPGA is latest and more efficient method that surpasses both GPP and DSP. The 

downside of FPGA is that it does not use C or C++ programming language rather it used 

VHDL (Very High Definition Language) which is a language for hardware descriptive 

architectures. However the knowhow of VHDL are being solved by dedicated companies 

working to ease the burden on engineers by defining the language to be close to common 

programming paradigms. National Instruments had put together Graphical language (GL) 

named LabVIEW FPGA simulating VHDL to more understandable approaches. In fact 

the focus of this thesis is to test the proposed algorithm on FPGA platforms, thus we 

would like to return to the method in more detail on chapter four.  

2.2. Cognitive Radio 

2.2.1. Radio Spectrum 

The Radio Spectrum is a swath of frequency ranges for transmission of electromagnetic 

waves. Currently RF spectrum is organized in two methods. First Spectrum allocation 

that defines the kind of transmission allowed and also transmission parameters. Secondly 

it defines the assignment i.e., the allowed frequency spectrums for nation based on the 

countries benefit and the international agreements. Bodies like ITU (International 

Telecommunication Union) and FCC are accounted to report and manage the RF related 

issues. Fig.2.2, show current spectrum allocation for ITU Region 1, 

 

Fig.2.2. Spectrum Allocation for ITU region 1 adopted from [WRAP] 
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The different colors show the different services allowed within the band all over the 

member regions. Some of the bands are for multiple services, i.e. the frequency ranges 

are shared among different privileged users. These spectrums include primary and 

secondary users. Defined as in [2], 

Primary Users (PU): are licensed users who are assigned with certain frequency channels. 

Secondary Users (SU): are unlicensed users who are allowed to use the channels assigned 

   to PU only when they do not cause any harmful interference to the 

   Primary Users.  

The increasing demands for frequency channels made the current allocation method 

unfeasible. Besides the wise sharing of spectrums, it was also found that most of the 

allocated spectrums are not fully utilized by the PU. That leads us to the definition of 

Spectrum Holes,  

Spectrum Hole is a band of frequencies assigned to a PU, but, at a particular time and 

specific geographic location, the band is not being utilized by that user. 

 The Federal Commission for Communication (FCC) candidate Cognitive Radio to 

improve the underutilization of Radio Spectrum. The standard IEEE 802.22 Standard on 

Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN) is a body working towards solving spectrum 

allocation by based on cognitive Radio technology. 

2.2.2. Basic Definitions 

The word “Cognition” is Latin derivative for ‘cognoscere’ meaning to ‘get to know’; 

according to Oxford English Dictionary it is defined as “a mental action or process of 

acquiring knowledge through, experience and senses”. The term is widely used and 

common in areas like psychology and cognitive science where detailed studies on 

functionalities of brain and mind are carried out. 

 

 The state of the art applying Cognition to radio communication was first been introduced 

by Dr. Joseph Mitolla III in 1999 on his PhD. Discretion at Kungliga Tekniska 

Högskolan (KTH), Sweden. The research finds place for cognitive science in wireless 

communication to mitigate the problem of radio spectrum usage.  
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Cognitive Radio will have the following characteristics to fit the wise utilization of radio 

spectrum these are flexibility, agility, RF Sensing and Networking as described below;  

Flexibility: is when the same frequency band is used to transmit different types of radio 

signals the radio must be able to change parameters like bit-per-second, 

modulation technique, etc in order to use the spectrum holes. 

Agility:      is the ability to be able to operate in several spectrum bands. For example a 

cell phone can operate in two or more different frequencies i.e., GSM 900 and 

GSM 1900. So cognitive device are able to jump between different frequency 

bands when ever spectrum is available 

Sensing:   is the ability to sense the RF environment and internal working parameters. 

This is the important add of cognitive radio. It will notify the existence of 

spectrum holes and overall scanning of system. 

Networking: the ability to communicate between different nodes of the wireless 

communication to bring synergy in using the radio resources. Sharing of 

information and cooperatively passing decisions on the radio resources.     

To summarize we would like to quote some of the many formal definitions of Cognitive 

Radio given by literates and regulatory bodies; 

Definition from S. Haykin, 

“Cognitive Radio is an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware of its 

surrounding environment (i.e., outside world), and uses the methodology of 

understanding by building to learn from the environment and adapt its internal states to 

statistical variations in the incoming RF stimuli by making corresponding changes in 

certain operating parameters (e.g., transmit-power, carrier-frequency, and modulation 

strategy) in real-time, with two primary objectives in mind: 

• Highly reliable communications whenever and wherever needed; 

• Efficient utilization of radio spectrum” 

The ITU GSC defines Cognitive Radio as:  

A radio or system that senses and is aware of its operational environment and can be 

trained to dynamically and autonomously adjust its radio operating parameters 

accordingly.[It should be noted that “cognitive” does not necessarily imply relying on 
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software. For example, cordless telephones (no software) have long been able to select 

the best authorized channel based on relative channel availability.] 

2.2.3. Cognitive Cycle 

Cognitive Radio applies SDR technology to perform all the functionalities and 

capabilities mentioned in the above definition. The Cognitive property is made possible 

by both the receivers and transmitters nodes of the wireless communication model. The 

cognitive cycle is pictorial description of Cognitive Radio as shown in Fig.3, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2.3.Basic cognitive Cycle adopted from [3] 

 

We can see that the Cognitive Cycle is done both on the transmitter and the receiver. The 

receiver takes part in the Radio Scene analysis and Channel Identification part that 
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• Estimation of interference temperature of the Radio environment; 

It is a measure to identify sources of interferences. Mainly due to rise of RF noise 

floor due to unpredictable appearance of new sources that will cause in poor 

received signal. [3] 

• Detection of Spectrum holes; 

To notify the absence of primary users or vacant RF spectrum  

• Estimation of Channel-Sate Information (CSI); 

Includes estimation of fading, shadowing, and to model how signal propagates 

between receiver and transmitter 

• Prediction of channel capacity for use by the transmitter 

 

And the remaining part of the Cognitive Cycle is carried out at the transmitter that 

includes 

• Transmit-power control :to overcome signal fading and increase performance of 

system 

•  Dynamic Spectrum Management (DSM): To allocate frequency ranges based on the 

information obtained from spectrum sensing part of the Cognitive radio. [3]. 

2.3. Spectrum Sensing 

The fundamental blocks of Cognitive Radio are Spectrum sensing, Spectrum management 

spectrum mobility and spectrum sharing [4]. That each has a specific role in CR 

technology. In this thesis a close interest is given to Spectrum sensing.  

Spectrum Sensing is method by which the cognitive system can scan over the swath of 

frequencies and detect the Spectrum Holes or absence of licensed users. It also requires 

special attention due to many uncertain parameters in wireless communications. The 

decisions made in this block can affect the performance of CR system. 

The uncertain parameters could be summarized in two broad definitions, Noise Uncertainty 

and Channel Uncertainty as; 
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2.3.1. Channel Uncertainty  

 Most wireless communication channels are subjected to fading, shadowing and 

 time-dispersion. Channel property is also affected by humidity and composition 

 of air.  Moreover, time-dispersion of wireless channel affects the detection signal. 

 These together will contribute to the uncertainty of wireless channels for reliable 

 communication. 

2.3.2. Noise Uncertainty  

Noise is uncertain parameter existing in radio communication. Noise varies with 

temperature and range of frequency. The source of noise in radio communication 

ranges from cosmic to receivers. The uncertainties could be generalized in to two 

categories, environment noise uncertainty and receiver noise uncertainties. 

Receiver contains non-linear elements and also there are thermal noises from 

those components that are difficult to characterize and model. The noises from 

environment include interferences both intentional and non-intentional. The 

modeling of wireless communication is a huge task to improve. [3] 

 

.  
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Chapter 3 

Introduction 

In this chapter historical account of Random Matrix Theory (RMT) and its application in 

wireless communications are given. The mathematical derivation and theories are not 

shown as it is beyond the level the thesis work. Some Signal detection methods are 

described. Connection of RMT with Eigenvalue Detection algorithm is highlighted in this 

chapter. 

3.1. Random Matrix Theory  

Random Matrix Theory (RMT) is a branch of mathematics that deals with multivariate 

statistical analysis. It is one of the complex and vast mathematical concepts that has not 

been fully recognized and discovered until the present day.  

The origin of RMT was from Quantum Theory. Nobel Prize winners, Eugene Paul Wigner 

(1902-1995); formulate a method to estimate the spacing between the different levels of an 

atomic nucleus. However, it was required to know the innumerable ways that nuclei can 

jump from one state of energy to another state. The probability of finding these states was 

asymptotically solved by picking number at random and arranging in a square matrix. Most 

scientific approximation dealing with large set of data and statistically behaviors had 

shown to have close resemblance to those matrices from Wigner [5]. 

RMT has proved to give solution for two major problems in wireless communication. One 

is to provide mathematical tools to estimate and characterize wireless communications 

channels to efficiently use radio spectrum and power of transmitters. And, secondly it will 

give methods to improve channel capacity for fading, wideband, multiuser and multi-

antenna channel features of wireless communications. [6] 

Recent year studies of RMT stretched to meet the demands of many areas of science. The 

development of RMT in relation to Wireless Communication found its place in detecting 

weak signals. The benefit obtained from RMT in Signal Detection is to improve existing 

Channel and Noise uncertainties. RMT takes a closer look at the Eigenvalues distribution 

large square matrices. It enables to characterize the existence of a signal by analyzing the 

distributions. The end results of RMTs are also used to set threshold values to draw 
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decision for signal detection. Some important Random Matrices used in wireless 

communication include Gaussian, Wigner, Wishart and Haar Matrices. [5, 6] 

3.2. Signal Detection Theories  

3.2.1. System Model 

Signal detection is core in signal processing. The simplest detection problem in signal 

processing is to decide if signal is present or if noise only is present. The decision passed 

in signal detection in the presence of noise falls into two categories; one is the presence of 

signal and the other is the absence of signal. The probability of false alarm is a statistical 

probability for detecting signal when there is only noise; i.e., the signal detection fails. 

On the other had the probability of detection is when the detection is successful, i.e., 

signal exists. 

����	
��� ��� ��
��� ��: ����
 ��� 

����	
��� �
 , ��: ����� ���� ���
  
3.2.2. Mathematical accounts 

In order to understand the approach used in adopting RMT for Signal detection, the

 following system model is used. Considered we are interested in signal with center 

frequency �� and bandwidth �. The received continuous-time signal can be given as  

 �	� = ��	� + ɳ�	�. 

Where, ��	� is the primary user signal and ɳ�	� is the receiver noise. Assuming  ɳ�	� as 

WSS process and we generate the discrete signal (1) with sampling frequency �# with 

corresponding sampling period $# = 1 �#&  and sampled signal as 

 '( = �'( + ɳ'(.      �1) 

Where, the notations  '( ≜  '$#(, �'( ≜ �'$#(, �* ɳ'( ≜ ɳ'$#( are used for 

simplicity. The signal detection algorithm falls in two hypothetical decisions 

 ��:         '( = ɳ'( �*                            �2) 

                                                             ��:          '( = �'( + ɳ'(.     �3) 
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�� 

ɳ� 

+ ℎ��  � 

�. 
ℎ.. + 

ɳ. 

 . 

ℎ�. 

ℎ.� 

The first given by ��  is for “no signal exists” and �� is for “Signal exists”. Fig.3.1. 

shows a simple MIMO system for two receivers and two transmitter scenario. The 

primary user signal /'0( is a superposition of signal from the two receivers, ��and  �. . 

The noises 1ɳ�, ɳ.2 at the receiver side (right side) are assumed to have zero correlation 

with the corresponding sent signals. Noise is assumed to WSS Gaussian process. The 

channel responses are designated as ℎ��,ℎ�.,ℎ.�, and ℎ.. for each of transmitter-receiver 

pairs. The matrix 3'( gives the channel property. We can summarize the channel model 

as given by (4), 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.1. Simple MIMO channel Model 

 4�� = 5 5 ℎ46�7��6� − 7�9:;
<=> + ɳ4

?
6=� �� .                                         �4� 

 

Where, P is the number of source signals, ℎ46�7� is channel response from source signal j 

to receiver i and �46 is the order of the channel.  

We can generalize as in (4) into a vector notion for MIMO system as,  

B�� = 5 5 C6�7��6� − 7�9:;
<=> +?

6=� ɳ�n�,  = 0,1, . . .                                      �5� 

Where, corresponding notations depicted as in equations (6), (7) and (8) 

B�n� ≝ ' ���,  .��, … ,  J��(K ,                                                          �6� 

CM�� ≝ Nℎ�6��, ℎ.6��, … , ℎJ6��OK   �*                                           �7� 
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ɳ�n� ≝ 'ɳ���, ɳ.��, … , ɳJ��(K   .                                                �8� 

The model in (4) is general Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system model for 

communication. It can be modeled for Single Input Single Output (SISO) if we set the 

number of signal sources (transmitter) and receivers to one, i.e. M=P=1.  

3.3.Blind Signal Detection 

It is part of Blind Signal Processing approaches where we estimate the presence of signal 

only based on the received signal at the receivers and minimize the error vector .It require 

no knowledge of signal as depicted in Fig. 3.2., 

 

Fig.3.2. General blind signal detection adopted from [7] 

 

3.3.1. Eigenvalue Detection  

This detection method can be considered as Blind Detection algorithm as it requires no 

knowledge of signal property. Some mathematical and theoretical discussions are 

followed in this section. 

3.3.1.1.  Mathematical Background  

If we consider �6 ≝ max4 �46 be the number of sample of received signal. Referring to (4) 

above and considering consecutive windows of length U , called smoothing factor we can 

then have an estimation of the received sequenced signal as given by equations (9) 

through (11). 

BV�� ≝ 'BK�W�, BK�W − ��, … , BK�W − X + ��(Y                                              �9� 

ɳV�� ≝ 'ɳK�W�, ɳK�W − ��, … , ɳK�W − X + ��(Y                                           �10� 
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/V�� ≝ [s��n�, s��n − 1�, … , s��n − N� − L + 1�, … ,s_�n�, s_�n − 1�, … , s_�n − N_ − L + 1� `K                                 �11� 

Since it is not practically possible to get large signal data, sample of the received signal 

are used for detection. We can then develop the vector notation for (4) based on the 

estimated values as, 

BV�� = a/V�� + ɳV��                                                   �12� 

Where, a is the channel model and is a matrix defined by bU × �� + dU� matrix as in 

(14), elements of the matrix e6 can be considered as filter coefficient, 

a ≝ 'e1, e2, … . , eP(                                                   �13� 

e6 ≝ gℎ6�0� … …⋮ ⋱ ⋱0 … ℎ6�0�     ℎ6� �j� …⋱ ⋱… …       0⋮ℎ6� �j�k                            �14� 

Considering the sample covariance matrix of the received signal and noise can be written 

as; 

lm = n oBp��Bp���q ,                                                  �15� 

lr = n o/V��/V���q , �*                                          �16� 

lɳ = n oɳp��ɳp���q.                                                  �17� 

The assumption that noise is a Stationary –Gaussian process and it has zero correlation 

with the signal, it can be asserted that the above equations have the following relation 

given by, 

lm = alras + tɳ.uvw .                                               �18� 
Where, tɳ. is the variance of the noise and uvw is the identity matrix of order ML. 

We can give the following analysis for signal detection. If we have no signal then the 

value of the matrix lr = 0, then that implies the off-diagonal elements of the matrix lm 

are all Zero. Let us define the Eigenvalues of lm  on increasing order as  x� ≥ x. ≥ ⋯ ≥
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xJ{  and alras
 have corresponding Eigenvalues as  |� ≥ |. ≥ ⋯ ≥ |J{ , then 

according to the relation in (18) then we have  

x} = |} + tɳ. .                                                                 �19� 

If there is no signal then, power of noise is given by, 

x} = tɳ.  .                                                                    �20� 

3.3.1.2.  Eigenvalue Detection Algorithms Steps  

In this section the algorithm steps followed to carry out the thesis are presented. It will 

explain about the threshold calculations and derivation using RMT theories. It follows the 

steps presented as in [8].  

We can have two detection algorithm based on the Eigenvalue method, namely 

1. Maximum-Minimum Eigenvalue (MME) Detection 

The algorithm steps for this detection method is as follow, 

Step 1: Find the Sample Covariance Matrix of the received signal 

lm� �#� ≝ 5 BV��BVs��{~.� 9�
}={~� .                                           �21� 

Where, �#is the number of collected samples. 

 Step 2: Compute the Maximum and Minimum Eigenvalues of the Matrix lm� �#� 

    x��� �*   x�4}. 
Step 3: Decision: If    x���  x�4}⁄ >  �� ��� �� > 1, Signal exists  

 (“yes” decision); otherwise signal does not exit (“no” decision) 

 Where, ��is the threshold to be defined on next section. 

2. Energy with Minimum Eigenvalue (EME) detection 

Step 1: Compute the Sample Covariance matrix given by (21) 

Step 2: Compute the average power of the received signal given by, 

$� �#� = 1b �# 5 5 |  4��|..                                          �22� 9�~�
}=>

J
4=�  
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Where, M is the number of receiver  

Step 3: Decision: If $� �#�  x�4}⁄ >  �., ��� �. > 1, Signal exists  

 (“Yes” decision), otherwise Signal does not exit (“No” decision) 

 Where, �.again is the threshold for EME to be defined on the next section. 

3.3.1.3.  Threshold Calculations 

The threshold calculation for both detection algorithms are based on RMT. The 

detection algorithms are based on probability of false alarm as we have no 

information on the existence of signal or not. Hence RMT theories will give up a 

relation between the missed probability and threshold. Obviously we can say that if 

we decrease the false alarm probability we have better chance to detect the signal, i.e. 

probability of detection increases.  

1. MMED Threshold, �� 

The sample covariance matrix given by (21) converges to the Sample covariance 

matrix of the noise, (23); this true when there is no signal at the receiver,  
lɳ� �#� ≝ 1 �# 5 ɳV��ɳVs��{~.� 9�

}={~� .                                         �23� 

Accordingly studies show that lɳ� �#� approximates one class of Random Matrices 

called Wishart Random Matrix; .i.e. ɳV�� is zero-mean independent, real or complex 

Gaussian Vector with size U ×  �#.  

The PDF of Wishart Random Matrix has no marginal defined expression and also 

present complex mathematics. Some studies on the spectral distribution of 

Eigenvalue found the limiting values for Maximum and Minimum Eigenvalues. 

Based on the end results and proves given in [9] the largest Eigenvalues of a Wishart 

Matrix convergence to Tracy-Widom distribution. The threshold for MME is given 

by (24),  

 �� = 1� �# + √bU2.
1� �# − √bU2. . �1 + 1� �# + √bU2~. �&

� �#bU�� �& ��~�11 − d��2� .                       �24� 
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The function is work of Tracy and Widom (1993, 1994, and 1996) to define limiting 

laws on the largest Eigenvalue of matrices. Tracy-Widom (TW) distribution function 

has different law order for matrices. One is for Gaussian Orthogonal Ensembles 

(GOE) that is for real hermitian matrices and orders is order; � = 1 and the other is 

for Gaussian Unitary Ensembles (GUE) that deals with complex matrices with order 

law  � = 2 . Tracy-Widom function is complex and therefore only tabulated or 

graphical values are used to compute the thresholds.  

 

Fig.3.3. Tracy-Widom Distribution for � = 1 �* 2 

2. EME Threshold, �� 

Based on Central Limiting Theorem (CLT) the average energy computed in (22) will 

approximate a Gaussian distribution functions with mean tɳ. for large samples ( �#) 

and this is true when we have no signal at the receiver end. Accordingly we use the 

tail of normal distribution curve given by the Q-function to define the threshold for 

EME method and depicted as in (25), [9] 

  �. = �� 2b �# �~�1d��2 + 1�  �#1� �# − √bU2.   .                               �25� 

In the above discussion we can notice that the threshold are not depending on the 

noise property but rather the probability of false alarm (d��), number of samples 

( �#), number of receiver (b) and the smoothing factor (L). The benefits of those 
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detection algorithms outsmart other on this regards and the RMTs play an important 

role in defining the thresholds. 

3.4. Other Detection Algorithms 

3.4.1. Energy Detection 

This method is the most common and widely used detection algorithm. It assumes 

that the signal is a random process rather than a deterministic signal. It computes the 

energy of the received signal and compares to a threshold. The approach is similar to 

EME method but the difference is the threshold definitions .If we have a signal the 

value of the (22) i.e., energy of signal will increase but when the signal is not present 

then the value decreases. This method gives decision based on the noise power as 

given in (26) and (27). 

Fig.3.4 shows simple Energy Detection. Typical Energy Detector contains Low Pass 

Filter (LPF), Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), the energy detector and average � 

sample. The decision part will compare the threshold with T and gives it result. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.4. Simple Energy detector 

 

The thresholds are determined by evaluating the probability of false alarm (d��) and 

Probability of detection (Pd) this could in general be given by, [11]  

d�� = � �� − �t�.�2�t�� �                        �*                              �26� 

d� = � �� − ��t�. + t�.��2��t�. + t�.�.�.                                                �27� 

Where, � is number of sample, t� �* t�  are the variance of signal and noise 

respectively. It can be seen that the detection method relies on the noise power. If we 

have a signal with very low SNR this detection algorithm will fail to detect the 

LPF 

and 

BPF 

ADC ���. 1� $ 

>γ <γ 

Decision �� 

�> 
 �� 

 $ 
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presence of signal hence the occupancy of spectrum may not be surely known. This 

is due to presence of noise uncertainty defined in the previous sections.  

3.4.2. Cyclostationary Detectors  

Most radio communication signals can also be modeled as a Cyclostationary 

Processes as most modulated signal are associated with a sine wave that could give a 

cyclic property. Periodicity is introduced in signal transmission to insure receivers 

with good estimation of the signal sent.  If we assume a signal  �� to be discrete 

zero-mean signal with autocorrelation function ���, 7� is cyclic with period T, as 

[12] 

���, 7� = ��� + $, 7 + $� .                                             �28� 

The Cyclic Autocorrelation Function (CAF) is important parameter used to in feature 

detection. The Spectral Correlation Function (SCF) is also given by (29). That is 

frequency domain of (28).It can give an interpretation on the degree of correlation 

between frequency shifts of the signal as given by [12] 

������ = 5 ����7�
4.��<    �*                                          �29�∞

<=~∞  

����7� = lim 12N + 19→∞ 5  ��9
}=~9  ∗� − 7�
~6.��}
6��<.                      �30� 

 Where, ����7� is the CAF of the discrete signal and α is cyclic frequency.  ������ , is 

the power spectrum of the signal for £ = 0 i.e., similar to energy detection. The 

detection method can be put as shown in Fig.3.5. The algorithms search for peak 

Cyclic Spectrum (CS) magnitude of the signal at any of the cyclic frequencies. If the 

peak is found signal exists otherwise signal does not exists. [12] 

  

 

Fig.3.5. Cyclostationary Detection flow 
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Phase information of signal is not problem for this method nevertheless the 

performance of feature detector will also depend on signal energy. Different 

modulation techniques incur different energy on the signal. Furthermore the method 

will require coherence of signal information like carrier frequency and is sensitive to 

sampling offset. This will increase the detection time as compared to energy 

detection. In that case using the spectrum holes is a run against time and spectrum 

occupancy need quicker response. More details could be obtained in [13].  

3.4.3. Matched Filter Detector 

The matched filter method is an optimal detector for a known signal in White 

Gaussian Noise [3]. It is a method to detect a known deterministic signal. It requires 

Knowledge of the signal.  Fig.3.6 shows implementation of matched filter using 

Finite Impulse Response (FIR) of the known signal �'(  to generate filter 

coefficients. The received signal  '( will then be matched to the response of the 

FIR filter as in (31),[14]  

�'( = 5 ℎ' − 7( '7(}
<=> .                                                    �31� 

Where, �'(is the output of the signal from FIR filter for the received signal and 

hence response  ℎ'( = �'� − 1 − ( ���  = 0, … , � − 1 . The threshold is given 

by (32) as, [14]. 

� = �t.¤�~�1d��2.                                                      �32� 

Where, d�� is probability of false alarm, t.  is the variance of noise, and ¤  is the 

signal energy. It is apparent form above equation that the decision criteria require the 

knowledge of noise. Noise uncertainties present in radio communication channels 

might prevent us to detect signals with low power. 

 

 

 

Fig.3.6. Matched Filter 
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3.4.4. Comparison 

 

 In comparison to the results referred from literature and formulas, there is a dependence 

 on the  energy of noise and the requirement for detailed knowledge of source signal put 

 the detection algorithms, Energy detector, Cyclostationary Detector and Matched Filter 

 methods, less advantageous for Cognitive Radio technologies. All the methods are 

 sensitive to changes in Noise Uncertainty and Channel Uncertainty. On the other hand, 

 Eigenvalue Detection methods have tolerance for the following reasons; 

• No dependence on Noise Power 

• Does not need further Knowledge of the Signal Power. 
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 Chapter 4 

Introduction 

In this part of the thesis the test bed used, the setups and simulation environments are 

given in two parts. First part will explain and discuses the measurement setups, 

instruments and software details are given. Secondly we will give simulation results from 

real time measurements for the two proposed detection methods. 

4.1. Measurement setups 

The following instruments were used to perform the measurements in real-time 

1. NI-PXIe-5641R IF Transceivers  

2. HP 33120A Function/Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) 

3. Computer , 

4.1.1. NIPXIe-5641R 

The NI PXIe-5641R is a dual-input, dual-output intermediate frequency (IF) transceiver. 

It is designed for application like Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) test, Spectrum 

monitoring, real-time spectrum analysis, RF dynamic test and Software Defined Radio 

(SDR). It is featured with 14-bit, 100MS/s ADCs with built in 20MHz Digital down 

Converters (DDCs) and two 14-bit, 200MS/s DACs with built-in 20MHz Up converter. 

The special feature of using this transceiver is flexibility for FPGA programming. To use 

this device in SDR applications, It is connected to PXI-5600RF DDC 5MHz-25MHz IF 

output and PXI-5600RF UPC 200KHz-2,7MHz RF outputs using NI PXIe-1062Q chassis.  

It is programmed with LabVIEW programming language (as explained in next section) 

and can be accessed through extended PCI slot connected to a Host computer by using 

the built in FPGA. The logical connection of the device is shown in Fig.4.1. [15]. 
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Fig.4.1. Logical Connection of FPGA on NI PXIe-5641R IF transceiver 

4.1.2. FPGA, LabVIEW and LabVIEW FPGA  

4.1.2.1. Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 

It is an array matrix of silicon chips that contain Configurable Logical Blocks (CLBs). It 

is different from Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) that is dedicated to 

perform a specific task and cannot be reprogrammed. FPGAs gives high level of 

flexibility for both engineers and scientist, however it also brings programming 

challenges.  

FPGAs are evolving to HPC (High Performance Computing) attracting different fields of 

study. The benefit obtained is the high-speed computation capability gained from parallel 

programming and pipelining. There are number of software used to configure FPGAs. A 

new approach in using programming requires a special knowledge on VHDL (VHSIC 

Hardware Description Language) where VHSIC is the acronym for Very High Speed 

Integrated Circuit (VHSIC). It is a text-based hardware descriptive language used in 

documentation, verification and synthesis of large digital circuits. [16] 

VHDL programming has many features to control and describe the behavior of electronic 

devices. It is commonly used in test benching to set standards for electronics devices. It is 

different from other high level programming languages like C, C++, that it is capable to 

describe concurrent events. The advantage of VHDL programming for electronic element 

design is huge.  
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4.1.2.2. LabVIEW and LabVIEW FPGA  

National Instrument (NI) a company dedicated in manufacturing Data Acquisition (DAQ) 

devices and have a software package called LabVIEW, acronym for Laboratory Virtual 

Instruments Engineering Workbench. LabVIEW is a Graphical Language (GL) that uses 

data flow and simulates designs based on Virtual Instruments (VI). 

The FPGA module in LabVIEW can generate HDL (Hardware Descriptive Language) 

code during the compilation process. The advantage gained in using LabVIEW FPGA is 

it follows the same approach as programming in LabVIEW. It can also control the Direct 

Memory Access (DMA), ADC and DAC converters. 

LabVIEW FPGA is performed in two parallel platforms. These are Host VI control and 

FPGA Control. Host VI development controls the FPGA from the computer. That 

includes initializing ADC and DAC on the FPGA, sending and receiving information 

from the FPGA and also commanding the FPGA to execute a code. The second part is 

FPGA development; this part converts all VI in to HDL Codes. The compilation process 

could take time depending on the complexity of the application. 

The difference between the control developments is that the kind data-type they used for 

simulation. In Host VI Control all data types are supported, i.e., floating-point, integer, 

string whereas FPGA VI control only operate on fixed-point operation. It is an advantage 

to use floating-point operation to get good precision but it is as a cost of processing time. 

This is basically reasoned for the luck of finding hardware processors that support 

floating point operations. On other hand FPGA benefits by decreasing process time by 

using fixed-point mathematics and with lesser accuracy (as compared to floating-point 

algorithms). [16].Other complexities related to FPGA programming is that most VI 

functions available in HOST development environment are not available. Mathematical 

operations like matrix computations are far more difficult in fixed-point than floating-

point. Sample FPGA simulations are attached at appendix. 
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4.2. Simulations Results  

4.2.1. Results from NI PXIe-5641R 

The Measurement of real-time was performed for only one receiver and transmitter 

(SISO) system. The simulations were simulated using LabVIEW FPGA module. The 

FPGA programming was performed on the Host Computer and scripts borrowed from NI 

developer zone. Based on the Host we included the detection part of the algorithm 

together. The simulation snippet code can be fetched at appendix 2b. 

Signal with 13dBm ¦§§ and IF frequency of 15MHz was used to test the algorithm. And 

measurements were taken on continues bases. The snapshot test results for MME 

detection are shown in Fig.4.2a and Fig.4.2b. The value of false alarm was   d�� = 0.1 

and Smoothing factor U = 4. The GUI shows that the device can be used as a spectrum 

analyzer ,that we can adjust the center frequency, span, RBW and Analog Input gains (AI) 

for both of the channels. The results are summarized as shown in Table.4.1. We can see 

that the Eigenvalue ratio exceeds the threshold value when we allow signal to pass by 

toggling a switch, “ON” and we get text: “Signal exists” and when toggling back i.e., 

“OFF” the ratio goes down (below the threshold) and we get the text “Signal does not 

exist”.  

The same setup and test was performed for EME methods and the results are summarized 

as in Table.4.2. Snap shot simulation results are also shown in Fig. 4.3a and Fig.4.3b.  

Type Ratio (λmax/ λmin) Threshold Sample Decisions 

MME 1.06915 1.13905 3885 “Signal does not exist”  

51407.7 1.13905 3885 “Signal Exists” 

Table.4.1.   Summary of MME detection 

Type Ratio (T/ λmin)  Threshold Sample Decisions 

EME 1.01943 1.17035 3885 “Signal does not exist”  

12943.9 1.17035 3885 “Signal Exists” 

Table.4.2.   Summary of MME detection 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig.4.2. MMED Simulation on NIPXIe-5641R, (a) “OFF” (b) “ON”  

 

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig.4.3. EME Simulation on NIPXIe-5641R, (a) “OFF” (b) “ON”  
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Conclusion 

Cognitive Radio is vast topic emerging in the field of telecommunication, information theories 

and many other scientific disciplines. In respect to wireless communication Cognitive Radio 

solves the underutilization of the Radio Spectrum.  

This thesis focuses on some spectrum sensing algorithm suitable for CR technologies. The 

Eigenvalue detection algorithm gives better approach by introducing new RMT mathematical 

concepts to overcome noise and channel uncertainties. Two signal detection algorithms; MME 

and EME, were applied for SISO system. It is apparent that the algorithms work for MIMO 

systems too.  

It is convincing that, how accurate? How fast? We detect the presence of vacant spectrums or 

absence of Primary Users will benefit CR technologies to allocate Secondary Users to use idle 

channels. Thus, we proposed FPGA based signal processing using LabVIEW FPGA Module 

on National Instruments (NI) PXIe-5641R Intermediate Frequency (IF) transceiver. The test 

where performed at Center for RF measurement technology, Gävle. 

The many proposed Signal processing technologies suggested to widely use Cognitive Radio, 

in wireless communication are not fully applicable, where some are on theoretical bases and 

other have been applied practically. However, there is a need for more research to be carried 

out in CR technology in-line to the method attempted in this thesis. 

The thesis work was a success as we can detect a signal in real-time measurements. It was 

possible to incorporate FPGA Programming in using the detection Algorithms. But we suggest 

the following future work for improvement;   

i. In this thesis barely covers the total advantages of FPGA programming; therefore it is 

will be a good asset to apply this technology for faster performance.  

ii. Moreover we have calculated the sample covariance matrix by taking smoothing 

factor, L that could be a multiple of 2§  for � = 1,2,3 … then we choose arbitrary 

values that give better detection. This approach have some flaws, it does not consider 

calculating the optimum value of L that suits a specific application and also the 

possibilities that the existence of signal in between two consecutive selection of L 
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was less considered. We recommend that this will drastically improve the detection 

algorithm.   
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Appendix 1: MATLAB Code 

MME and EME Detection  

%% Master thesis together with  NI 
% Master student: Abiy 
% Created 2010-04-22 
% By : Niclas Björsell 
%% Settings 
clear; clc; 
Ns=2^3;         % Data length 
M=2;            % Two recievers 
P=2;            % Two tranmitters 
N=ones(M,P);    % Perfect channels 
H=[1 0;0 1];     
L=2;            % Smoothing factor 
Pfa=0.05;       % Probability of false alarm 
%% Generate transmitted signals 
n=0:Ns-1; 
S=zeros(Ns,P); 
for i=1:P 
    S(1:Ns,i)=1*sin(2*pi*1/Ns*n); % Find a better signal 
end 
%% Generare received signal 
X=S+0.01*randn(Ns,M); % NOTE that this is a special case H! 
%% Simulate detection 
X_hat=zeros(M*L,Ns); 
for k=L:Ns 
    for l=1:L 
        X_hat(M*l-M+1:l*M,k)=X(k-l+1,:)'; 
    end 
end 
% Estimating Covariance Matrix 
R=zeros(M*L); 
for n=L:Ns 
    R=R+X_hat(:,n)*X_hat(:,n)'; 
end 
R=R/Ns; 
% Eigenvalues 
EIG=eig(R); 
Lambda_max=max(EIG); 
Lambda_min=min(EIG); 
% Finds Ratio for MME Detection 
Ratio1= Lambda_max/Lambda_min 

% Find Ratio for EME Detection 

Ratio1= AVG_PWR/Lambda_min 

% Find threshold 
gamma=TRHLD(Ns,M,L,Pfa) 
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Appendix 1: MATLAB Code 

 

% Passes decision on based on the detection algorithms 
 

if Ratio>gamma 
    disp('Signal'); 
else 
    disp('No Signal'); 
end 

Average Power for EME 

%% Master thesis togehter with  NI 
% Created 2010-05-20 
% By : Abiy Terefe 
% Calculates the Threshold 
function T=AVG_PWR(M,Ns,X)  

  T=sum(sum(power(X,2)))/(M*Ns); 
end 

Threshold Calculations 

%% Master thesis together with NI 
% Created 2010-04-01 
% By : Abiy Terefe 
% Calculates the Threshold 
  
function gamma=TRHLD(Ns,M,L,pfa,typ) 
    A=sqrt(Ns)+sqrt(M*L); 
    B=sqrt(Ns)-sqrt(M*L); 

if typ==1 
    C=Ns*M*L; 
    r1=(A^2)/(B^2); 
    r2=1+(power(A,-2/3)/power(C,1/6))*TW(pfa,0); 
    gamma=r1*r2; 
else 
    D=Ns/B^2; 
    E=sqrt(2/(M*Ns)); 
    gamma=(E*qfuncinv(pfa)+1)*D; 
end 

        
end 

Tracy-Widom Distributions  

%% Master thesis together with  NI 
% Created 2010-04-01 
% By: Abiy Terefe 
% Finds Tracy-Widom 1st and 2nd Order functions defined  
% TW(0.01,0) real 
% TW(0.01,1) complex 

 

function F=TW(pfa,t)  
pd=1-pfa; 
switch t 
    case 0 
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Appendix 1: MATLAB Code 

        xi=[-3.9 -3.18 -2.78 -1.91 -1.27 -0.59 0.45 0.98 2.02]; 

        yi=[0.01 0.05 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.95 0.99]; 
        xx=-4:0.001:2.02; 
        yy=spline(xi,yi,xx); 
        F=interp1(yy,xx,pd); 
% plot(xx,yy,'linewidth',1.5) 
% xlabel('t','fontsize',12); 
% ylabel('F1(t)','fontsize',12); 
% title('Tracy Widom Order 1 for Real 

 %Signal','fontsize',14,'fontweight','bold') 
% grid on 
  case 1 

xi=[-3.900,-3.880,-3.860,-3.840,-3.820,-3.800,-3.780,-3.760,-3.740,-

3.720,-3.700,-3.680,-3.660,-3.640,-3.620,-3.600,-3.580,-3.560,-3.540,-

3.520,-3.500,-3.480,-3.460,-3.440,-3.420,-3.400,-3.380,-3.360,-3.340,-

3.320,-3.300,-3.280,-3.260,-3.240,-3.220,-3.200,-3.180,-3.160,-3.140,-

3.120,-3.100,-3.080,-3.060,-3.040,-3.020,-3,-2.980,-2.960,-2.940,-

2.920,-2.900,-2.880,-2.860,-2.840,-2.820,-2.800,-2.780,-2.760,-2.740,-

2.720,-2.700,-2.680,-2.660,-2.640,-2.620,-2.600,-2.580,-2.560,-2.540,-

2.520,-2.500,-2.480,-2.460,-2.440,-2.420,-2.400,-2.380,-2.360,-2.340,-

2.320,-2.300,-2.280,-2.260,-2.240,-2.220,-2.200,-2.180,-2.160,-2.140,-

2.120,-2.100,-2.080,-2.060,-2.040,-2.020,-2,-1.980,-1.960,-1.940,-

1.920,-1.900,-1.880,-1.860,-1.840,-1.820,-1.800,-1.780,-1.760,-1.740,-

1.720,-1.700,-1.680,-1.660,-1.640,-1.620,-1.600,-1.580,-1.560,-1.540,-

1.520,-1.500,-1.480,-1.460,-1.440,-1.420,-1.400,-1.380,-1.360,-1.340,-

1.320,-1.300,-1.280,-1.260,-1.240,-1.220,-1.200,-1.180,-1.160,-1.140,-

1.120,-1.100,-1.080,-1.060,-1.040,-1.020,-1,-0.9900,-0.9800,-0.9700,-

0.9600,-0.9500,-0.9400,-0.9300,-0.9200,-0.9100,-0.9000,-0.8900,-0.8800,-

0.8700,-0.8600,-0.8500,-0.8400,-0.8300,-0.8200,-0.8100,-0.8000,-0.7900,-

0.7800,-0.7700,-0.7600,-0.7500,-0.7400,-0.7300,-0.7200,-0.7100,-0.7000,-

0.6900,-0.6800,-0.6700,-0.6600,-0.6500,-0.6400,-0.6300,-0.6200,-0.6100,-

0.6000,-0.5900,-0.5800,-0.5700,-0.5600,-0.5500,-0.5400,-0.5300,-0.5200,-

0.5100,-0.5000,-0.4900,-0.4800,-0.4700,-0.4600,-0.4500,-0.4400,-0.4300,-

0.4200,-0.4100,-0.4000,-0.3900,-0.3800,-0.3700,-0.3600,-0.3500,-0.3400,-

0.3300,-0.3200,-0.3100,-0.3000,-0.2900,-0.2800,-0.2700,-0.2600,-0.2500,-

0.2400,-0.2300,-0.2200,-0.2100,-0.2000,-0.1900,-0.1800,-0.1700,-0.1600,-

0.1500,-0.1400,-0.1300,-0.1200,-0.1100,-0.1000,-0.09000,-0.08000,-

0.07000,-0.06000,-0.05000,-0.04000,-0.03000,-0.02000,-0.01000,3.41740e-

15,0.01000,0.02000,0.03000,0.04000,0.05000,0.06000,0.07000,0.08000,0.090

00,0.1000,0.1100,0.1200,0.1300,0.1400,0.1500,0.1600,0.1700,0.1800,0.1900

,0.2000,0.2100,0.2200,0.2300,0.2400,0.2500,0.2600,0.2700,0.2800,0.2900,0

.3000,0.3100,0.3200,0.3300,0.3400,0.3500,0.3600,0.3700,0.3800,0.3900,0.4

000,0.4100,0.4200,0.4300,0.4400,0.4500,0.4600,0.4700,0.4800,0.4900,0.500

0,0.5100,0.5200,0.5300,0.5400,0.5500,0.5600,0.5700,0.5800,0.5900,0.6000,

0.6100,0.6200,0.6300,0.6400,0.6500,0.6600,0.6700,0.6800,0.6900,0.7000,0.

7100,0.7200,0.7300,0.7400,0.7500,0.7600,0.7700,0.7800,0.7900,0.8000,0.81

00,0.8200,0.8300,0.8400,0.8500,0.8600,0.8700,0.8800,0.8900,0.9000,0.9100

,0.9200,0.9300,0.9400,0.9500,0.9600,0.9700,0.9800,0.9900,1,1.010,1.020,1

.030,1.040,1.050,1.060,1.070,1.080,1.090,1.100,1.110,1.120,1.130,1.140,1

.150,1.160,1.170,1.180,1.190,1.200,1.210,1.220,1.230,1.240,1.250,1.260,1

.270,1.280,1.290,1.300,1.310,1.320,1.330,1.340,1.350,1.360,1.370,1.380,1

.390,1.400,1.410,1.420,1.430,1.440,1.450,1.460,1.470,1.480,1.490,1.500,1 
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.510,1.520,1.530,1.540,1.550,1.560,1.570,1.580,1.590,1.600,1.610,1.620,1

.630,1.640,1.650,1.660,1.670,1.680,1.690,1.700,1.710,1.720,1.730,1.740,1

.750,1.760,1.770,1.780,1.790,1.800,1.810,1.820,1.830,1.840,1.850,1.860,1

.870,1.880,1.890,1.900,1.910,1.920,1.930,1.940,1.950,1.960,1.970,1.980,1

.990,2,2.010,2.020,2.030,2.040,2.050,2.060,2.070,2.080,2.090,2.100,2.110

,2.120,2.130,2.140,2.150,2.160,2.170,2.180,2.190,2.200,2.210,2.220,2.230

,2.240,2.250,2.260,2.270,2.280,2.290,2.300,2.310,2.320,2.330,2.340,2.350

,2.360,2.370,2.380,2.390,2.400,2.410,2.420,2.430,2.440,2.450,2.460,2.470

,2.480,2.490]; 
yi= 

 [0,0.0056910,0.0061370,0.0066120,0.0071190,0.0076590,0.0082330,0.

0088440,0.0094940,0.0101830,0.0109150,0.0116910,0.0125130,0.0133830,0.01

43030,0.0152750,0.0163020,0.0173860,0.0185290,0.0197330,0.02100,0.022334

0,0.0237360,0.0252090,0.0267550,0.0283760,0.0300760,0.0318560,0.0337190,

0.0356680,0.0377040,0.0398310,0.042050,0.0443640,0.0467760,0.0492870,0.0

519010,0.0546190,0.0574430,0.0603750,0.0634190,0.0665740,0.0698450,0.073

2320,0.0767360,0.0803610,0.0841070,0.0879760,0.0919690,0.0960880,0.10033

0,0.104710,0.109210,0.113840,0.11860,0.123490,0.128510,0.133660,0.138950

,0.144360,0.149910,0.155590,0.161390,0.167330,0.173390,0.179580,0.18590,

0.192340,0.19890,0.205590,0.212390,0.219320,0.226360,0.233510,0.240770,0

.248140,0.255620,0.26320,0.270880,0.278660,0.286530,0.294490,0.302530,0.

310660,0.318870,0.327160,0.335510,0.343940,0.352420,0.360970,0.369570,0.

378220,0.386920,0.395660,0.404440,0.413260,0.42210,0.430960,0.439850,0.4

48750,0.457660,0.466570,0.475490,0.484410,0.493320,0.502210,0.511090,0.5

19950,0.528780,0.537590,0.546360,0.55510,0.563790,0.572440,0.581040,0.58

9590,0.598080,0.606510,0.614870,0.623170,0.63140,0.639560,0.647640,0.655

640,0.663550,0.671390,0.679130,0.686790,0.694350,0.701820,0.70920,0.7164

70,0.723650,0.730720,0.737690,0.744550,0.751310,0.757970,0.764510,0.7709

50,0.777270,0.783480,0.789590,0.795580,0.801460,0.807220,0.810070,0.8128

80,0.815660,0.818420,0.821150,0.823850,0.826520,0.829170,0.831790,0.8343

70,0.836930,0.839470,0.841970,0.844450,0.84690,0.849320,0.851720,0.85408

0,0.856420,0.858740,0.861020,0.863280,0.865510,0.867720,0.869890,0.87204

0,0.874170,0.876270,0.878340,0.880390,0.882410,0.88440,0.886370,0.888310

,0.890230,0.892120,0.893990,0.895830,0.897650,0.899450,0.901210,0.902960

,0.904680,0.906380,0.908050,0.90970,0.911330,0.912930,0.914510,0.916070,

0.917610,0.919120,0.920610,0.922080,0.923520,0.924950,0.926350,0.927740,

0.92910,0.930440,0.931760,0.933060,0.934340,0.93560,0.936840,0.938060,0.

939260,0.940440,0.941610,0.942750,0.943880,0.944980,0.946070,0.947150,0.

94820,0.949240,0.950250,0.951250,0.952240,0.953210,0.954160,0.95510,0.95

6010,0.956920,0.957810,0.958680,0.959540,0.960380,0.96120,0.962020,0.962

810,0.96360,0.964370,0.965120,0.965860,0.966590,0.967310,0.968010,0.9689

90,0.969370,0.970040,0.970690,0.971330,0.971960,0.972570,0.973170,0.9737

60,0.974350,0.974910,0.975470,0.976020,0.976560,0.977080,0.97760,0.97810

,0.97860,0.979080,0.979560,0.980030,0.980490,0.980930,0.981370,0.98180,0

.982220,0.982640,0.983040,0.983430,0.983820,0.98420,0.984570,0.984940,0.

985290,0.985640,0.985980,0.986320,0.986640,0.986960,0.987280,0.987590,0.

987890,0.988180,0.988470,0.988750,0.989020,0.989290,0.989550,0.989810,0.

990060,0.99030,0.990550,0.990780,0.991010,0.991230,0.991450,0.991670,0.9

91880,0.992080,0.992280,0.992480,0.992670,0.992850,0.993040,0.993210,0.9

93390,0.993560,0.993720,0.993890,0.994040,0.99420,0.994350,0.99450,0.994 
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640,0.994780,0.994920,0.995050,0.995180,0.995310,0.995430,0.995550,0.995

670,0.995790,0.99590,0.996010,0.996120,0.996220,0.996320,0.996420,0.9965 

20,0.996610,0.99670,0.996790,0.996880,0.996970,0.997050,0.997130,0.99721

0,0.997290,0.997360,0.997430,0.997510,0.997570,0.997640,0.997710,0.99777

0,0.997840,0.99790,0.997960,0.998010,0.998070,0.998120,0.998180,0.998230

,0.998280,0.998330,0.998380,0.998420,0.998470,0.998510,0.998550,0.99860,

0.998640,0.998680,0.998720,0.998750,0.998790,0.998820,0.998860,0.998890,

0.998920,0.998960,0.998990,0.999020,0.999050,0.999070,0.99910,0.999130,0

.999150,0.999180,0.99920,0.999230,0.999250,0.999270,0.99930,0.999320,0.9

99340,0.999360,0.999380,0.99940,0.999410,0.999430,0.999450,0.999470,0.99

9480,0.99950,0.999510,0.999530,0.999540,0.999560,0.999570,0.999580,0.999

60,0.999610,0.999620,0.999630,0.999650,0.999660,0.999670,0.999680,0.9996

90,0.99970,0.999710,0.999720,0.999730,0.999740,0.999740,0.999750,0.99976

0,0.999770,0.999770,0.999780,0.999790,0.999790,0.99980,0.999810,0.999820

,0.999820,0.999830,0.999830,0.999840,0.999840,0.999850,0.999850,0.999860

,0.999860,0.999870,0.999870,0.999880,0.999880,0.999880,0.999890,0.999890

,0.999890,0.99990,0.99990,0.999910,0.999080,0.999910,0.999910,0.999920,0

.999920,0.999920,0.999920,0.999930,0.999930,0.999930,0.999940,0.999940,0

.999940,0.999940,0.999940,0.999940,0.999950,0.999950,0.999950,0.999950,0

.999950,0.999960,0.999960,0.999960,0.999960,0.999960,0.999960,0.999960,0

.999960,0.999970,0.999970,0.999970,0.999970,0.999970,0.999970,0.999970,0

.999970,0.999970,0.999980,0.999980,0.999980,0.999980,0.999980,0.999980]; 
 

F=interp1(xi,yi,pd); 
% plot(xi,yi,'linewidth',1.5) 
% xlabel('t') 
% ylabel('F2(t)'); 
% title('Tracy Widom Order 2 for Complex Signal','fontsize',12,'fontweight','bold') 
% grid on 
end 
end 
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 MMED and EME Detections 

 

 

Average Power 
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 Threshold Calculations 

MMED 

 

    EME  
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